Teaching Strategies: Resources for Adult Educators

This collection of resources features strategies to facilitate learning in the adult education classroom. Included are techniques for promoting group discussion, encouraging critical thinking, and managing the classroom environment.

In addition to video segments from actual classroom settings, you will find interviews with the classroom teachers who discuss the model lessons and their teaching approaches.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/ketae

Guide to the Common Core Standards

This collection includes video of adult education instructors exploring the Common Core standards. Printable charts and guidelines allow you to follow along and begin working with the standards yourself.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/ccaded

PowerPath Resources

This collection includes information and video segments of Kentucky Adult Education PowerPath certified instructors screening students with the PowerPath® System to Education and Employment.

In addition to the videos, you will find resources that allow you to further explore the PowerPath process.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/ppat

2014 Test Info

The 2014 GED® test presents many changes for learners and educators. This new KET website explains some of the differences between the 2002 and 2014 GED® tests. It also includes helpful insights into the content and format of the 2014 GED® test and links to more KET adult education resources. Sample questions, a look at the calculator used with the new test, and a brief explanation of the Depth of Knowledge model can all be found here.

pd.ket.org/2014testinfo

GED® Geometry Online PD Course

Review and build your skills and knowledge of geometry concepts, including measurement; lines, angles, and triangles; perimeter, area, and volume; and the coordinate plane. This course, available on PBS LearningMedia, will also help you prepare your learners for the GED® mathematics test.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/geopd

Instructional Strategies

Several video collections in PBS LearningMedia let you watch adult education teachers in actual classroom settings. You will find effective techniques for teaching reading and math, promoting group discussion, encouraging critical thinking, and managing the classroom environment.

Geometry
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/mistratg
Number Operations
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/mistrat
Reading
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/ristrat
Targeted Math Instruction for the GED® 2002 Test

Targeted Math Instruction for the 2002 GED® Test is a focused, 12-lesson curriculum intended for use with test-takers who need to increase their score on the 2002 GED® Math Test in order to earn a GED® diploma. The lessons are aligned to specific targets in geometry, number sense, algebra, and data analysis and probability. Each lesson plan includes content background, video segment(s), practice worksheets, and online practice activities.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/ged-targeted-math

Measurement and Geometry

This collection of video segments produced by KET provides resources for teaching measurement and geometry in the adult education classroom. In this collection, you will find individual lessons tailored to specific geometric concepts such as naming angles, finding area, and calculating volume. Each resource contains a video clip accompanied by a printable background essay and suggested discussion questions. Most resources also include teaching tips for application in your classroom.

ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/gedgeo

GED® and WorkKeys Preparation

Resources in Applied Math, Locating Information, and Reading for Information are now available in PBS LearningMedia. Each collection includes videos, worksheets, teaching tips, discussion questions, and more.

Locating Information
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/gedinfo
Reading for Information
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/gedread
Applied Math
ket.pbslearningmedia.org/collection/gedappm

GED Connection Fast Track - iTunesU

Video segments from KET’s GED Connection Fast Track program make GED® preparation more convenient than ever before. Fast Track is most useful for learners who want to review the subject matter and focus on test-taking skills. Use these 21 videos individually or as part of a classroom lesson.

bit.ly/123FT01

GED Connection – iTunesU

These 15 video resources are from KET’s GED Connection series for GED® preparation.

bit.ly/123GEDC01

Tech Teaching Tips

Tech Teaching is a media-rich blog about how to better integrate technology into instruction. Tech Teaching Tips, a monthly e-newsletter, provides great adult education resources, including suggestions for incorporating technology into lessons, links to short educational video clips, and engaging classroom activities.

Blog
blogs.ket.org/techteaching
Newsletter
bit.ly/TTTSignUp